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AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL PEKIN CLUB OFFICER  BEARERS 

July 2009 to JULY  2010  

 
 MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE elected Positions 

PRESIDENT:   .  Philip Pickles      Junortoun VIC     Ph  03 54493540 

VICE PRESIDENTS:     A Mills Oakhampton NSW ph 49328826  & R Harrington Coolongolook NSW   

0265541870             

CHIEF STEWARD     Neville Blanch Gloucester NSW 

TREASURER:            Amanda  Whinney\  C/-  44 Jenkins Lane Oakhampton NSW  ph 49 328826 

     

SECRETARY /   David Plant 46 Newcastle Street East Maitland NSW Maitland NSW 2320  NSW Phone 02 

49330733  Mobile 0411339059       email pekinaus@bigpond.com 

Appointed Positions 

PATRONS:                   Mr Geoff Edards &  Mrs Sandra  Edards  QLD Mr Hec & Mrs Glenda  McKenzie 

                    Bangalow   NSW   

Public Officer                                David Plant  (For dept of fair Trading) 

Social Co coordinator s                Cath  & Michael Sheil  Rossmore NSW 

Auditor                                          B Callinan  Holmesville  NSW  

 

Current   confirmed State Representatives          

  TASMANIA        Tracey  & Brendan  Cordwell  SANDFORD TAS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Australian National Pekin Club Inc. ADDRESS CORRESPONDENCE TO  : 

The Secretary  
 TO  Mailing Address PO box 493 MAITLAND NSW 2320 Ph 02 49330733 or Mob 0439 264077 

OR email address is pekinaus@bigpond.com    

LEFT     Unshown Black  Cock Bird G Muscat BROKEN HILL NSW 2009 

 

RIGHT   Outstanding balance in this Brown red Cock Bird Bred by C Claus QLD (Pic taken 

2007) showing outstanding lacing and good neck striping with lemon top  colour .This bird has 

become the forerunner to many outstanding Brown reds  Coloured Pekins  now being shown in 

NSW & Victoria  
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 TO the  second  Newsletter of the  Financial year ended 30/06/10 ( one more to follow with 2010 show schedule )   

Readers  will note that  this  edition features the Sydney Royal 2010 .Please note Memberships actually fall due at 30 t h June each year each 

year and are payable for the ensuing 12 months. However  remittances  are always accepted all 

throughout the year for new members and renewals 

Three Newsletters still  constitute the Clubs commitment for the year and they are sched-

uled to come out say just after the end of September. ,end of February & in June /July of 

each year with the Show Schedule as well, Back copies are always available for late member-

ship renewals or for new Members who join throughout the financial year 

 

FRONT PAGE PHOTO INDEX   
 Top Left                     Winning Brown Red & Best in Show at Southern  TAS bantam club for T $& B Cordwell  

 Top middle                  Winning Furnace  & Best AOC at Southern  TAS bantam club for T $& B Cordwell  

 Top Right                    Black Red Partridge MALE (2008 file pic) G & M  Cook (Qld)  

 Centre feature       A Big year for President Phillip Pickles  with a magnificent photograph of his line up 

of 4 of his Major Show Winning Cockerels  for the 2009 season including the Brown Red cockerel on far 

right that won Best Coloured Bird in both Victorian & National Pekin Club Shows in the same year 

  

 Bottom Middle  row     Champion White Sydney Royal  2010 C Stanford Narrabri White Pullet, Champion Blue 

Female Sydney Royal 2010 C Stanford,    Champion  Black Pekin 2020 Sydney  Royal K & K Adams    

 Bottom     Champion Cuckoo Sydney Royal 2010 k & k Adams ,Champion Brown Red Sydney Royal 2010  K & K Ad-

ams ,Blue Dun Cock (2008 Pic) G & M Cook Qld  

ARTICLE   INDEX THIS ISSUE  
 

 Front Cover  Page1 

 Office Bearers                   2 

 Presidents Report  & Sydney Royal results  4 

 Secretary's Report & Accommodation details  5 

 Article “The Real Breeders “  7 

 Article “Breeding fowl-By John Miller” 9 

 PICTURES  -promising 2010 youngsters  10 

 Black Reds and Duns 8 

 Housing Pekins  11 

 Faults & disqualifications & Judges School  12 

 Feather Structure and Tail furnishings  13 

 Mealy Grey and some more promising  2010 youngsters  14 

 Article  “Judges preferences-Leave them at Home” by D Plant    15& 16  

 “The Moulded Cushion in the male Pekin” 17 

 NEXT MEETING NOTICE  -BACK PAGE &  Annual Pekin Auction Details  18 

Pekin Club of Victoria 2009 –Judge 

Dean McKenzie with Grand Champion 

Pekin-Black Hen by K & K Adams  

This hen went on to win Res champion 

Pekin at the Nationals in Maitland the 

same year  
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 Welcome Members…   
It seems that  this time of year has come around very quickly again and we are facing some of the finest 
exhibitions of Pekins in Australia over the next few months , with WA, SA, Qld and Victorian state shows coming 
up and culminating in the National Pekin Show in Maitland N.S.W at the end of July. 
From reports coming back to me there seems an abundance of members who have bred quite large numbers of 
Pekins this year, so I feel this will create some large numbers of entries in al the Shows ,and in particular the 
National event where we will be welcoming some of the top breeders  who were out of the competition last year, 
will be back to exhibiting this year . 
 I am pleased to say that we have an impressive  panel of Judges for the Nationals this year in Mr Dick 
Howard, Lismore, Mr P Artuso Tamworth, Mr D  Smith Holmesville and Mr K Adams Darlington Point.  
There has been no shortage of enquiries from up and coming new members who are beginning in pekins and I 
continually urge the more experienced breeders to assist these  people with good birds and good advice, as 
they will go forward with those two attributes and stick with the fancy. Too many people that begin in exhibition 
Pekins  fade away because they don't get a good start. 
I am always continually amazed at the quality of Pekins  that our members and others have been producing, 
which goes to show that the Pekin  Bantam is truly close to the most popular  in both numbers and quality of all 
the Softfeather bantams being bred. I look forward to once again meeting all the exhibitors  at the Nationals in 

Maitland and also at the Victorian Pekin shows In July....See you there   President Phil Pickles   

 

      Presidents report 
   Phil Pickles   May 2010    

Sydney Royal Champions 2010   

SYDNEY NSW   
Pekin Black Male and Female  
K & K Adams Darlington Point champion Overall Black-K & K 
Adams on black female & Ch True Bantam  
 
Pekin White Champion Male K & K Adams –Cockerel  KEVIN 
LAWTY - Best Female & Ch overall  white  
 
Champion Pekin, partridge, Male W Dickson Ch Female and 
ch overall Partridge K & K Adams   
Pekin, Mottle  Ch , Male K & K Adams   
Pekin, Ch Mottle Female Kinross Poultry & Ch Overall MOT-
TLE  
  
Pekin, CH Buff  Male & Female all to K & K Adams & Ch over-
all  
Pekin, Blue , Male & Ch overall Blue &Res Ch True Bantam K 
& K Adams  
Pekin, Ch Blue Female K Lawtry Narrabri  
Pekin, Birch/brn red  Ch Male & Female all to K & K Adams & 
Ch overall to female  
Pekin, AOC Male K & K Adams & Ch overall AOC  
Pekin, Ch  AOC Female R Hunt  
 

Best Pekin other than Black or White 
K & K Adams –Brown Red female  

Ch True Bantam  K & K Adams –Black 
Pullet  

Res Ch True Bantam  K & K Adams 

Blue Cockerel   
  

Congratulations to members  
K & J Adams  

  

ABOVE 2002 File picture of White Pekin Hen 
–D Plant Maitland  
Showing a true Pekin head  with good width 
of skull and a nicely moulded cushion  
Please view  in relation to article on “moulded 
cushion on page  18 this edition”  
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WELCOME TO THE .. SECRETARY’S  PAGE   …… by David Plant May 2010  

Welcome again  all readers  to the second Newsletter for the year, the Show Newsletter 
and Schedule will follow very promptly after this one. This issue we have featured an array  photos of winners 
and also some very promising Unshown youngsters that members have emailed in...it will certainly be interesting 
to see how they progress towards Annual Show day at the Nationals and other major Pekin events.     
I have also included some file photos of some outstanding coloured pekins in Black -red and Dun, and it is just 
phenomenal how the quality in type has improved in these colours over the past 10 years, and more so in the last 
5 years, as the records an photos show  
Clive Claus from Rosewood in Qld ,should be very proud of the major efforts he made in the creation and per-
petuation of many of the rarer colours that now exist…...and he has been an inspiration to many that are follow-
ing  
There is so much to write on the newer colours as experiments each year by breeders, reveal more secrets  into 
creating better coloured and typed birds., and we will certainly be doing that through the Newsletter over the 
next several months  and also in our  new Pekin Book coming up, so as fanciers can get a clearer picture and ap-
preciation for the newer colours. 
The wheaten, Furnace, Black reds, Reds and wild Partridge hold the keys to many more colors'  and I am even 
seeing evidence of Pile pekins coming from Blue red matings which clearly indicates that this amazing colour pat-
tern can be developed further  
Our New book in progress will tell the story and describe  many of these newer and fascinating colours as well as 
existing colours. 
 For readers of the future,  Fanciers seeking info on these colours are welcome to write in and we will do our best 
to provide what information we have available. 
The Annual Show  2010 looms ahead  on July 24-25 with the popular Stud and Exhibition Auction on the 
Sunday and we are all looking forward to that event, and many I have heard are traveling long distances to at-
tend. Some details re accommodation in Maitland are enclosed  bottom of this page  
National Pekin Judges selection process   I would like to make special mention of the process in accepting Judges for 
the National Show, which was passed at a motion at he the 2009 AGM. Judges are nominated at the AGM however prior 
to their acceptance by the committee, they are asked to confirm that they will judge to the Clubs written Standards, prior 
to final acceptance. This is to ensure that Judges adhere to the written standards and gives exhibitors the confidence that 
they can expect adjudication a in accordance with the written standards for the breed  
Annual Auction  CATALOGUE  We are looking to produce a Catalogue of Auction birds this year to assist the buyers so 
we require all sellers to nominate their Auction Birds by  

 Midday SATURDAY OF THE SHOW AS A DEADLINE –if you know what you want to sell let us know early  
PLEASE NOTE  :ALL AUCTION BIRDS MUST BE EXHIBITED IN THE SHOW and be of either exhibition quality or stud 

breeding birds  
MEMBERSHIP   I  am pleased to say that Club membership is still steadily on the increase  Next Newsletter to 
 follow very promptly will contain the 2010 Show Schedule  as well  

ALSO  Our schedule will be on line so please email me on  

pekinaus@bigpond.com if you fail  to receive one or others require one & I can email 

in PDF format  

SHOULD YOU REQUIRE ACCOMMODATION AT PEKIN CLUB SHOW TIME   

Contact     ,.......MAITLAND CITY MOTEL        

(Mention the Pekin Club & D Plant)  rooms have been reserved  in the Clubs 

name so please mention that.                                       

Ph 49328322 

Mob 0408680709 

258 New England Hwy 

Rutherford NSW 2320 

motel@maitlandcity.com.au  

Also ....COACH STOP CARAVAN PARK   (5 MINUTES FROM Showground) Ph 9332950 

(For caravans or cabins ) 

mailto:motel%40maitlandcity.com.au
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More outstanding  Winners and  placegetters  around Australia   

Month Show Location/Judge  /contact  Winners  Ch Pekin  

     

 May 30/ Central Coast PC Wyong  D Gaggin   Cath Sheil  Blk Cockerel 

 June 12 Softfeather Bantam 

Club Maitland  

Maitland   Dallas Smith 49 532149 R Harrington Blk Pllt  

 

June 12  Canberra Royal  Canberra   K & K Adams Blk Hen 

     

JULY 3RD  PEKIN CLUB OF  

VICTORIA  
MELBOURNE SHOW-

GROUNDS 

Rolly Holmes on  

Phone 0357632468  Judge  g 

NASH  

 

JULY `10TH PEKIN CLUB OF QLD 25 

YEARS CELEBRATION 

SHOW  

ROSEWOOD QLD/D 

McKenzie 
Keith Elsden Secretary  

 Ph 07 32028613 Judge 

Dean Mc Kenzie  NSW 

 

JULY 24-25 AUSTRALIA NA-

TIONAL  PEKIN CLUB  

MAITLAND  NSW 

D Howard P Artuso ,D 

Smith  K Adams  

D Plant 49330733  /0439 264 

077 (See Presidents report 

for Judges) 

 

AUGUST  PEKIN CLUB OF W A  WAITING ON  

DETAILS  

Noelene Teague  T Blight or 

G Barker  Ph (08) 9571 

8552 Judge C Hardman 

NSW  

 

AUGUST  PEKIN CLUB OF SA  Maitland SA / Frank 

Sawyer  
Mr  Brenton Buckby 

on 0885632636 Judge F 

Sawyer Vic 

 

 2009 Season—Cox & Jones Lismore  -Splash ckl 
from winning the Nationals in Maitland as best 
splashed, went on to win  Champion Pekin, Cham-
pion Softfeather & Reserve bird of show at Nimbin 
a few weeks back. Then last following that  was 
Champ Pekin and Reserve Softfeather Bantam at 
the 100th Kyogle show. Nice to see a colour Pekin 
get up and win some serious major awards  

PEKIN SHOWS CALENDAR & Winners —  & SHOWS TO  COME  

 2007 Season—Neville Blanch  Gloucester  -Red 
Pekin pullet won very well for Neville at the Nation-
als and  surprised  fanciers with the quality of the 
red  colour and the excellence in type. 
This picture is just a reminder of what can be done 
when attempting to make another colour such as 
teh red and how much time and effort goes into  
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 THE REAL BREEDERS   BY FRANK L.PLATT (1912) 
The first step is to select a breed or breed variety. The acid test is the ability to stick to that choice 

and by building up and developing a variety, make a real name for yourself. Those who breed and proba-

bly one variety of a breed, for any length of time, realize how hard it is to become a master breeder. It 

takes years and years of patience, work, and skill to improve and carry on any variety; there are no short-

cuts in breeding. You will be more successful to stick to the breed you have, as you know your fowls and 

have an understanding of them. The breeder’s function is to supply the foundation source to reinforce other 

flocks. From such a source flow the characteristics of size, type, and stamina. There have always been rela-

tively few constructive breeders and the majority of poultry men remain mere multipliers. The stock of 

multipliers are continuously running out, not so much because the stock is inbred, but because too many 

poor specimens are allowed to reproduce themselves. 

The real breeders are often misunderstood. Their contributions are seldom realized. They do not 

make enough money to justify the many hours spent with his birds in quiet cross with the corresponding 

recessive. For example in white-legged breeds, some strains may produce a few yellow-legged recessives. 

The constant rejection of these yellow-legged individuals will still not prevent a few from turning up each 

generation. To find out if a male is pure for white leg color or not, he must be mated up to females with 

yellow legs. A large number (15- 20 chicks from this mating must be raised. If none are yellow legged at 

1/2 grown, it is reasonably sure that this male sire is pure for white legs. If, however, any chick from this 

mating has yellow legs the male must be a carrier of the yellow leg color and is not pure for white legs. 

Another method of test mating is to mate the male in question, with his own daughters. If the male 

is impure and a carrier, 1/2 of his daughters must also be impure and 25% of the offspring from this mating 

will be recessives and will have yellow legs. This method requires the use of (6 — 12) of the male’s 

daughters and also a large number of offspring must be raised as in the first method. 

Rose combs can be carriers of single combs just as the leg color example. In these cases yellow 

legs and single combs are the recessives, and when recessives are bred together they will breed true. When 

a male is pure, for white legs or rose comb, and is mated to all females in the flock (excluding the pure re-

cessives—yellow legs and single combs), the number of pure offspring produced is increased 50%. If any 

pure male is used over again on the female offspring (excluding the parent hens used the year prior), the 

percentage of pure, homozygous, offspring is again increased 50%. If this is done each generation, within 

5 or 6 generations the stock will be almost pure for the trait. The use of homozygous (pure) males will 

lower the proportion of heterozygous birds in the family line 5O% every generation. One generation of the 

test mating sires, with the rejection of those proved heterozygous (impure, carriers); helps bring the pro-

portion of undesirable heterozygous birds down 1/4 of what it was before. 

Pure families can be made by test mating both the males and females. In test mating the females the 

bird must be productive enough to get a good number of offspring from. Once a pure family is made, male 

offspring can be used with certainty on the general population. Anyone in the hatchery business or that 

sells chicks and eggs, as breeding stock; will find test mating useful. Recessives or sports, leads one to 

think the stock is not a true breed. It is true a recessive trait gets started usually by a cross, but by the use of 

carriers; a breed can carry a recessive indefinitely unless test mated. 

 

 
  

Wheaten female Left (Sellens family) Red Breasted Pullet breeding  Wheaten  Male –D 

Plant (5 months old)   Article on these next issue .. 
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BLACK RED  AND  DUNS (blue)  
TOP RIGHT & TOP LEFT   
Black red cockerels( Both pics of the 
same bird   from Garry & Metta  Cook 
Qld .Showing the beginnings of good  re-
quired wing bow colouring  
 
 
BOTTOM LEFT & RIGHT  
Dun Cockerel (both the Male in the shots 
t showing outstanding type  and richness 
and evenness of blue colouring  
 

 

Coloured pekins  With the advent of the Brown 

Red Pekin colour pattern , many doors have been opened to 
the  evolvement of  several other colours of Pekin, not previ-
ously seen in Australia over the past 15 years or so. The 
above birds came from experimental matings to produce 
Black reds and Blue reds (using brown reds) and  in the top  
pics the perfection of the Black red colour pattern (as in the 
Black red wheaten ) has been achieved. The Blue dun below  
is one step off a blue red with a cross into a partridge re-
quired. The Brown red  colour seems to hold the key to 
many colours and we are yet to  discover its full poten-
tial .Given that the gold gene that the brown red carries, ap-
pears in many colours ,there seems a common thread that 
allows this colour pattern to influence so many others . 
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BREEDING FOWL—BY JOHN MILLER (1940) 

 
That which might be defined as the art and science of breeding fowls consists in the selection and mating 

of males and females in a manner that results in the production of offspring each succeeding generation of which 

possesses a greater degree of excellence than the preceding one. Since all fowls have both good qualities and 

qualities that are not so good, the specimens which are to be mated or bred together will be of greater merit in 

some characteristics than in others, and they should be selected with regard to both their superior and their infe-

rior attributes, and mated so that the defects of one sex will be counteracted by superior qualities in the corre-

sponding parts of the other sex. It is thus that the desirable qualities, both the internal, as represented by egg pro-

duction, and the external, are augmented and perpetuated, and the undesirable ones diminished and gradually 

eliminated. 

Success in this work, as in all livestock breeding, depends almost entirely upon the extent to which the 

many and different components that are necessary to a perfect whole, and the numerous undesirable elements that 

ever function to make even a fairly close approach to perfection so difficult, are understood and appreciated, and 

the skill to bring these opposing qualities or forces together in the matings in such a way that the valuable ones 

are strengthened and enhanced in the resultant offspring and the objectionable ones decreased and rendered less 

active. General excellence must ever be the goal of the breeder who hopes to contribute something to the ad-

vancement of the purebred industry; for it is not the fowl that excels in only one or two traits, but the one that is 

good when considered as a whole, that indicates the work of a constructive breeder. 

Various systems of propagation or breeding are recommended, it being this indicated that no particular 

plan is universally used. however, experience seems to show that the most satisfactory system is one which in-

cludes both inbreeding and out breeding. Some degree of inbreeding is necessary to establish and maintain, size 

of eggs, and quality of flesh. Since every domestic fowl has defects in some form and degree, which are intensi-

fied by inbreeding, just as are desirable traits, it is apparent that, if this method of breeding is long continued, 

these imperfections will become so widespread and firmly fixed as to ruin the stock. The necessity for occasion-

ally varying this system of breeding, by introducing new blood or characters, into the flock through an out bred 

mating, thus to break the continuity of tendencies to the same defects, is quite obvious.  

When it is deemed advantageous to do this, a fowl that is of the same variety as the one with which work 

is being carried on, and which is especially good in the properties in which this stock is showing tendencies to 

defects, should be obtained from an entirely different strain and mated with some of this stock, and the best of the 

offspring from this mating then used as new blood in future breeding operations. Individual excellence and a defi-

nite purpose in breeding certain specimens together are the considerations of prime importance in any mating, 

whether it be a consanguineous mating or one of non—related individuals. 

 

LEFT   - RED PEKIN MALE   COX & JONES   showing good clear footings  2009  
RIGHT  R NEWTON BRED –BLACK HEN –showing outstanding shape and carriage 

2008  
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 Promising Pics of 2010  youngsters from Various Breeders  Born 2009 
All bird unwashed ,showing some outstanding promise in youngsters for this coming show season  

 

 LEFT (from top down) Partridge pullet, Furnace cockerel ,Red breasted black red ,Brown red pllt 

MIDDLE  Top Furnace pullet, Laced Breast Brn red Ckl, Brn Red pullet ,Brown red cockerel  

RIGHT (from top down ) Splashed cockerel ,Black pullet, Black cockerel, White cockerel  

Breeders names have been left off ,SEE IF YOU CAN PICK THEM AT THE NATIONALS !!!! 
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Feature   Tasmanian Members  

breeders and exhibitors Tracey & 

Brendan Cordwell  

Housing   

 

REARING, HOLDING & TRAINING PENS Tasma-
nian members Tracey and Brendan Cordwell of Sand-
ford TAS have been featuring well  over the past few 
years with their Pekins in the Tasmanian Show circuit. 
They also do extremely well with their  Belgian Ban-
tams. 
To achieve good successes in their region  which is well 
know for extremes in temperature, particularly the 
harsher colder times, they have designed some very 
attractive and practical housing which has reaped  
results particularly this season.  
Sheds have been made out of  sturdy timber and col-
our bond roofing material  with sufficient ventilation 
at the top  to allow a good flow of air for the summer 
months and as illustrated  left top, a good retaining 
kick plate to retain the litter required to ensure that 
the pekins have plenty of soft littler to preserve the 
required undamaged foot feathering  
 
In this instance they have used a soft litter of hay /
mulch to fill the pens. These style of pens are  built to 
capture the morning sun which is a particular advan-
tage in the winter months to warm  birds up and then 
in the Spring months to also warm the birds for laying 
and fertility  
You will notice at the rear of the pen there is the shelf 
containing some training pens that are used for hold-
ing cockerels that may need separating or females 
that may need to be isolated to bring up for the Show 
season .The pen becomes a dual purpose rearing and 
conditioning housing facility  
Pens are fox proof using fine wire  and the colour bond 
surrounds are dug into the ground sufficient to prevent 
predators form digging in  
A FRAMES-GRASS PENS –CONDITIONING 
 A simple but outstanding set of A frame yard pens 
have been built which are ideal (and essential) when 
they are conditioning birds for show,. The construction 
is of  a simple nature, with a reasonable amount of 
protection at one end and a small perch to avoid 
damp ground overnight. 
It is not always recommended that birds live  indefi-
nitely in these pens but they are moreover used to 
freshen birds up with outdoor air and sun and green-
feed as the pens are quite light and can be moved 
over the fresher grassed areas.  
These opens are often doubled up as drying pens in 
the sun  with clean  bagging and shaving underneath 
so washed birds dry naturally and stay clean  
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FAULTS AND DISQUALIFICATIONS  

A CLEARER LOOK  at ADJUDICATION PROCESSES  -(reprinted on request) 

For Judges & Fanciers alike…..  
 

This set of Standards of Perfection  is designed to clarify any misconceptions that potential Judges and 
fanciers may encounter  when either Judging  or Breeding the Pekin Bantam 
Simply by the nature of the fact that we are a Specialist Breed Club, we have gone into more depth 
with the various aspects of the Pekin Bantam, such as forward tilt, Asiatic expression, the eye colour , 
rounded fronts, cushions and many other more intricate details of the breed. 
In most cases the depth covered of the items will not normally appear in general Australian Poultry 
Standards, due of course, to the lack of space allocated  for each particular Breed by the Organisations 
producing such  Publications  
This has been done now, in this Judges and Exhibitors Handbook with a view to providing a  clearer un-
derstanding of the breed, to you the reader, whether you are a Judge or fancier. In particular the  ex-
tensive  detail provided in  this handbook is also a future reference to all new Pekin fanciers & potential 
Judges who are coming into the hobby to  provide a resource that will enable them to be well informed 
STANDARDS OVER THE YEARS have been produced and  printed and available to Judges. 
Whilst we have endeavoured in this publication to clearly illustrate the Standard of Perfection for the 
breed, it seems to be an ongoing struggle to have  Judges and fanciers actually judge or assess in accor-
dance with the printed Standards. Too much emphasis in many cases, is placed on the Judges’ or the 
fanciers’ personal preferences 
A specialist club such as the Australian National Pekin Club Inc  would fail in its duties if it did not pro-
vide all interested parties  with direction in accordance with well formulated and researched Standards.  
The Major Issues   
Appear to surround  the fine lines of interpretation between Faults or Defects and Disqualifications ,and 
how each party defines those interpretations  
We therefore encourage Judges and exhibitors to act in the best interests  of the Breed and adhere to 
the Standards provided. Some extremely good guidelines have been covered in  detail in previous chap-
ters regarding adjudication processes on Pp 33-36 all of which are extremely relevant to how the fanci-
ers should operate in their selection and how Judges should  adjudicate on the show bench  
Judges Influence 
As we know the decisions that Judges make on the show bench can influence the direction in which the 
Breed will go  and it has been increasingly disappointing for many fanciers to hear & see  Judges digress 
from the Standard requirements in their deliberations. Directions offered in this publication may allevi-
ate those frustrations.  
Judging Schools  Australia seems lacking  in qualified Pekin Judges. Several aspiring Pekin fanciers have 
expressed an interest to learn how to Judge the breed 
The Australian National Pekin Club has commenced a program of Judging Schools for the Breed and 
they will provide expert training from experienced Judges of the Breed, incorporating clear guidelines for 

PEKIN COMBS. Combs with a point or two less than Standard is called ―a good breeding fault‖, as it is bet-

ter than too many points. Comb serrations should be even and set proportionately the same distance apart in order to 

look neat and trim, and present a symmetrical and balanced appearance. In breeding one must study those sections not 

yet as highly perfected as others. If your birds have a tendency towards too many points on the comb, secure a male 

with a neat less numbered comb that WAS BRED FROM PARENTS WITH LESS POINTS or get a male 

bird with the correct number of points 

BRED FROM PARENTS WITH 

THE CORRECT NUMBER OF 

POINTS. This point is important and 

must be used on every deficient sec-

tion, a section at a time if need be. 

Make sure that the blood of the strain 

you introduce you’re your flock, is 

blood bred from a long line of ancestry 

as near perfect in the sections you de-

sire to strengthen in your flock as it is 

possible to secure. 
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 FEATHER STRUCTURE AND TAIL FURNISHINGS   BY DANNE J. HONOUR  

1984   

In any breed there are individuals possessing feather qualities different from their full-

blooded relations. This is often due to reversion of earlier ancestors. It is important to use for 

breeding birds possessing the desired feather qualities. It is also important to have the proper 

amount of feathers, distributed properly upon the different sections of the body. 

Games are close and hard feathered and are known for activity and vitality. The Asiatics 

are the opposite. They have an abundance of loose fibered "fluff". The long-tailed Japanese 

breeds possess very small fine quills and have very little undercoat. The Polish, Hamburgs, and 

Leghorns have a moderate quantity and a quality of feather moderately close fitted, like the long

-tailed fowl, they do not greatly hide their forms. In Games the under-plumage is only about 1/4 

- 1/2 inch in thickness, where in Cochins you get 2-3 inch thickness in under-plumage. 

It is not so much carcass structure that determines shape, but rather the angle at which the 

feather leaves the skin and the quality and length of that feather. Possible exceptions might be 

Games and Cornish. Feather qualities, which govern shape, are length of shaft, angle which 

feathers stand when projecting from the body, and the amount of under-web or fluff. On the 

shoulders the feathering is much thinner. Here we have only short feathers with a small, amount 

of under webbing which lie close to the body. Further down the back, they stand more direct 

from the body. Lower down on the side of body the feathers possess a large amount of under 

web that stand out at nearly right angles. 

In many breeds it is desired to have abundance of plumage over back and saddle to pro-

duce the concave sweep and nice top line. Nature seems to provide a heavier coat of feathers 

over the top of the back and around the lower stern than in any other section. The heavy feath-

ered ―saddle area‖ of the Leghorn female produces a more concave sweep into the juncture of 

tail, while at the same time extra plumage acts as protection from the elements. It is important to 

control feather development to certain body sections. Excessive plumage (fluff) may appear in 

the breast or thighs, where it is not desired and where a thinner coating of fluff is natural. The 

breast and thigh shape should be more from flesh and bone rather than feathers. One must han-

dle the birds and check all body sections as to not neglect bone or muscle. 

On Leghorns there seems to be a correlation between shoulder and back width, and saddle 

abundance and length of saddle feathering. Seldom is the trait found on specimens that have 

bodies that taper greatly from shoulder to tail. The length, formation, and thickness of feathers 

has a great affect on type, but of great importance, too, is ―fluff‖. A firm smooth plumaged bird 

can still possess considerable length of outer plumage, yet if the fluff of the undercoat is small, 

in proportion, and the quills are small, the plumage will lie smooth and close. 

Birds that carry a broad feather and fairly long feather will have a web stiff enough to 

support the weight of the feather, without dropping near the end butt. This feathering gives you a 

male with full hackle, full saddle and a tail of proper length. This feathering does not generally 

go with high tails. Feathering of this type gives the impression of being more of them. Wide 

feathering affects type more so in males than females and narrow feathered males rarely carry 

fine type. A feather of width and somewhat oval in shape, rounded at the end with a web of firm 

texture and fluff the same width of web extended about half the length of feather into the skin, 

will give the overlapping effect of one another to make the entire body plumage appear like one 

even coat or covering. The flimsy, narrow feather has not the smoothness and narrow feathers 

show degeneration of web and too much fluffiness. Narrow feathering produces the ―rough ef-

fect‖, and an uneven surface. Narrow feathering produces the narrow frayed wing primaries and 

the tendency toward split or slip wings. In both sexes it is natural that the upper back feathers 

are short and lie very close. 
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FEATHER STRUCTURE AND TAIL FURNISHINGS BY 

DANNE J. HONOUR  1984 

 

The tail carriage depends on the main tail feathers and the an-

gle at the juncture of the tail and body. The sickles, lesser sick-

les, coverts and hangers lay over that main tail. Specimens 

having full saddles or cushion are inclined to carry tails lower 

because it weighs down the main tail. There are exceptions but 

heavy feather development will have some influence on the 

angle of tail carriage. The length of the tail feathers and the 

shape of feathers also play a part with tail carriage. Some birds 

carry low tails from habit, others are low mainly because the shoulders are high and the back 

tapers down to the tail. Long tails often appear drooping because the greater and lesser sickles 

lose breadth and firmness of feather web; and become soft as tail coverts. Soft and narrow tail 

feathers lack the stiff quills that help hold an upright tail. Soft and narrow main sickles reach 

out beyond the main tail, but dropping instead of curving over the top of the tail, like stiff 

quilled wide feathers. 

In the early 1920’s,breeders spoke of the eight main tail feathers as an important trait. It 

was desirable on all breeds of a flowing tail as it added to the symmetry. This trait is some-

times referred to as the sixteen-tail feather trait. The normal number is seven on a side or four-

teen all totaled. In males we must remember that the sex hormones convert the ―firsts‖ or top 

tail feathers into the two big sickles. A normal tailed male has twelve main tail feathers and the 

two big sickles. The normal tailed females have seven to a side. In inheritance the sixteen tail 

feather trait is multi-factored and so we get odd numbers like fifteen. Sometimes sixteen tail 

feathers come in narrow feathers, so a tail may not look any wider than a normal tail with 

wide feathers. Narrow tail feathers and sickles make a male appear very stringy looking and 

do not offer as much protection against the elements. 

Select females (to produce long tailed males) that have a full row of tail coverts. The 

last row over the main tail represents sickles and lesser coverts that the cockerels will inherit. 

The coverts in the male are very important in developing well furnished, flowing tails in 

males. Select on all your Leghorn females those with feathers (at the rear of the body and the 

sides of tail) of good length and width carried up well into the main tail. 

To establish or enhance longer saddles or length of tail furnishing, a male strong in this 

feature will go a long way in improving the flock if used for several generations on its own 

offspring. Another method in keeping sickles and side hangers long, is the use of only COCKS 

with long tails. Some cockerels with long tails will develop into a sire that shortens his tail as 

a cock bird. Some cockerels of normal average tail length will show as long saddled and sick-

led cocks. The use of LONG TAILED COCK BIRDS will help to definitely establish the trait. 

When breeding for general extra good tail furnishings, there will occasionally come in-

dividuals with super abundance of tail furnishings. When these individuals appear, the substi-

tution of the new feature and the EXCLUSIVE USE of this new line will transform the trait 

throughout the flock. Leghorn strains with very long saddle and sickle development may pro-

duce older cocks that show too excessive an amount of feathering. These strains however will 

produce cockerels, and pullets with enough fuller backs and tails to give them a decided ad-

vantage in the show room against other strains of birds equal in age. The use of higher angled 

tailed females within a long tailed strain will help raise the tail carriage of heavy furnished 

males that carry low tails. 
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Below left & Bottom  White cockerel from Victoria Black and Blue Pullets from Victoria  
 
 

Promising Pics of 2010  youngsters from Various Breeders  Born 2009 

 MEALY GREYS  

The Mealy grey has for a long time fascinated breeders 

and exhibitors and whilst the colour pattern is extremely 

attractive being a crisp silvered/mealy overlay & breast, 

combined with aluminium grey tail and side  furnishings, 

it is still one of the hardest colours in which to  achieve 

perfection. This is for several reasons, the main ones be-

ing that the Mealy grey is linked to two  other predomi-

nant silver based  Pekins, namely the Silver Birchen and 

the Columbian all of which need to be intermingled  in 

breeding programs to achieve  the colour balance that is 

required for the show bench.  

Mealy bred to mealy over successive generations will produce mealy greys similar 

to the over coloured bird top middle. Introduction of Birchen will balance out the 

excess of silver but will not always be visible in F1 progeny. Some will appear nei-

ther Birchen or Mealy as the male top left, so back breeding of under coloured 

mealy will be required. An even mix of silver overlay and chest with grey furnish-

ings as in the male top right ,is more the required result. Mealy to mealy over many 

generations will also produce Columbians that are split mealy grey and valuable. 
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―The age old story always raises its head during and at the  end of Judging  day from many exhibitors at 
Poultry Shows , and not always from the ones that don't win !” 
 
That is.....why did the Judge digress from the written Standard in his/her deliberations  ?.In many cases 
this has occurred because the Judge (s) in question, has their own personal preferences for particular type 
traits or colour patterns within the breed they are Judging .When this occurs it is clear that the Judge has 
digressed from adhering to the written Standard. 
What the Judge on the day fails to recognise is  that  on the Judging day  when his/her own preferences 
are put into play,   instead of referring back to the written Standard for the breed, he/she fails in their obli-
gation to the exhibitor to Judge in accordance with the  written Standard.  
This occurs quite frequently in the adjudication of birds on the show bench not only for type but  relating to 
the colour as well.  
In addition the Judge  fails to recognise is  that the assumption is that the exhibitors  have been breeding 
their birds to the written Standard and the Judge has a moral  and real  obligation, in accepting the role of 
Judge, to adhere to those standards, and not to bring  in, or substitute  his/her own particular  idiosyncratic  
preferences into the role of adjudicator  on the day. Adjudication on the Showbench must be free of bias or 
personal preference. 
When Judges lean towards their own preferences,  in essence,  they digress from the written breed Stan-
dard  and this creates a bias toward their own preferences which  naturally falls short  of the exhibitors ex-
pectations. Regrettably in the Exhibition Poultry fraternity in Australia, there is no area to apply any form of 
recrimination  against Judges by any ruling body or club  that can bring this type of judging into check.  
 
The Judge must bring an impartial approach to the Judging role  by adhering  strictly to the Standards pro-
vided. Impartiality means removing any particular traits the Judge  may have as a preference that digresses  
from the Standard requirements, and  the Judge must judge the birds to the approved Standard. It is a pity 
in some cases that many more judges do not take a copy of the approved Standard with them on judging 
day to have access to a clear interpretation of their required role. Alternatively it is clear that many do not 
even review the written standard upon which they are adjudicating either prior to or on the day.   
ON THE OTHER HAND  ...... 
To be able to achieve   “non– personal preference  judging” to a satisfactory level, the Judge of course must 
have reference to a set of Breed Standards that are clear, concise and free from ambiguity  
 
In defence of some Judges, and preferential judging,  some  written  Poultry standards in Australia today 
are not clear and concise  nor are they free of ambiguity, and  this in itself forces Judges to implement the 
use of some of their own preferences  as  there is insufficient clarity within some Australian written stan-
dards of the day which fails to make that Standard description free of ambiguity  
 
 
Ambiguity in this instance means that the Standard being judged to should contain: 
 
 clear cut and concise line drawings of the perfect bird 
 These must  be able to be easily cross referenced  with the written text in the Standard  
 Each aspect of the birds type, structure and conformation must be clearly outlined in text and it must  

conform and be able to be cross referenced with the line drawings  
 Any description must not give the reader the option of  more that one aspect to choose from to  accord 

with the Standard requirement . 
 Each Colour must be clearly described in text and illustrated with colour examples where possible   
 
 
 
           CONT OVER PAGE .... 

JUDGES personal PREFERENCES – LEAVE THEM AT HOME‖  
A guide to JUDGING Pekin bantams  & any Poultry By David Plant 2009 
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JUDGES personal PREFERENCES – LEAVE THEM AT HOME By David Plant 2009 
A guide to JUDGING Pekin bantams  & any Poultry ,,continued  

 Descriptions of items regarding type and colour that are omitted from the standard will only lead the 
reader  down the path of  using a “Judges preference”  method of judging again. This needs to be 
avoided at all costs as  it more often than not   leads the judge and exhibitors down the path of 
“assuming” what should and shouldn't be present , which creates ambiguity 

 Intricate feather variations should be illustrated by pictures or explicit text description. 
Regrettably ..... 
The Only  drastic exception to ever  needing to revert to an individual preference is when : 
The Standard for a particular breed being judged, is printed or described incompletely or has many areas of 
ambiguity .,forcing the respective Judge to bring in  his /her personal preferences.  
Some  final points of interest....... Re  removing Judges personal preferences on the Show bench  
 
How many  Poultry schedules  have contained the age old expression “ The Judges decision is final “  ?  
 Regrettably in many instances Judges have relied upon this clause to utilise their own choices and not 

those in the  PRINTED  Standard, to the disappointment of many an exhibitor. 
 How often have we heard a judge say  “  oh it doesn't matter that the Pekin female is dull coloured in 

the feather, she is still great type.... Yet the standard calls for a black fowl with green sheen and colour is 

worth 10 points on the show bench  (which should clearly make a real difference in close judging  ) 
 How often have we heard a judge say  oh I don't really mind white LEGS  OR BEAKS  in Pekins on the 

show bench . When it is clearly a mark down ? 

 How often have we heard a judge say   oh  I  personally don't like any more than 5  spikes on a comb in a 
Pekin (and Judges that way)  –when the standard  clearly allows between 5-7 spikes  

 How often have we heard a judge say  Oh I don't mind the lack of green sheen on that male and the 
bronze top colour is ok because he is such a good type : Yet the standard calls for a black fowl with 

green sheen and colour is worth 10 points which could make a real difference  ) 
 ‘How often have we heard a judge say when Judging Blue pekins   my preference is the darker neck  

hackle on a female (when the bird  of that neck hackle colour should be laced and is not-and the standard 

states there is no preference in the two  colours of blue-both should be treated equally in adjudication) 

How often have we heard   a judge, when awarding  winning  tickets and major awards to Pekins   say-
ing...”that's my preference”)  When that  action often  digresses clearly from the Standard requirement for 

Judging that particular colour or breed . 

CONCLUSION  
 Breed Clubs in Australia today have a clear cut responsibility to formulate Standards that accord to their 

given breed in a TRUE and CONCISE  & un-BIASED fashion.  
 Organisations and Bodies responsible for promoting and formulating Australian recognised Stan-

dards ,need to be mindful and appreciative of the roles of the Specialist clubs who have spent many 
years researching and developing Standards for their given breeds 

 Judges  in turn  ,need to leave the word “personal preference “ outside the Poultry pavilion when they 

are Judging, and Judge  strictly to the Standard requirements   FURTHER ..... 
 
1. Specialist breed clubs must remain diligent in their efforts to represent their Breed in an objective 

fashion when formulating or modifying Standards  
2. Specialist clubs can also assist in creating  effectiveness of adherence to Standards, by only inviting 

judges who will adhere to the written standards accepted by that specialist club, prior to their formal 
acceptance to Judge — which can be a productive beginning at a Specialist club level  

3. Exhibitors, breeders and show men and women do not continually want to be disappointed on the 
show bench when they breed and show under Judges who clearly digress from the written standards 
and use their “own” interpretations  in the course of adjudication  

4. Unfortunately the  poor practises of   some Judges  in bringing their own personal preferences into 
the Judging arena , will  continue until such times that Judges are trained  in the practical application 
of Standards  for use on the Show bench and monitored show by show .... A long way off I fear  ..end  
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MOULDED CUSHION –THE SECRET TO A PERFECT 

PEKIN  

MALE PEKIN—Moulded Cushion  
The term moulded cushion is used when describing the  actual shape of the  cushion  and in 
essence  relates to the look of the cushion when view from the front and the back. The main 
picture of a black Male shows the front on view .The construction of a good moulded cushion 
is also dependant  upon the amount of “back fill” underneath the cushion (in both  male or 
female) which can be viewed from the rear and  is clearly evident in the female pictured, 
where there is an abundance of feathering  filling the back of the cushion which in turn  sup-
ports the top and sides of the cushion .The moulded effect  is created when the cushion is 
full, and well rounded, not rough feathered on the sides and when viewed from the front 
forming a nice arc behind the birds head ,& falling in line with the birds skull  

 

The word moulded ,when describing the cushion of a Pekin whether it be male or female is generally best illustrated by a smooth 

unbroken tail (cushion) devoid of breaks and when viewed from the front or  side creates a semi circle or arc of unbroken feathers 

from left to right. The middle of the tail may be just very marginally taller ,but not much at  all and when viewed on the side the head  

should be at the same level as the tail .This male is a perfect example of a moulded cushion including good side fill. (Male P Pickles 

SIDE FILL-IN  

when viewed 

from the front 

should match 

the width of the 

shoulders and 

there should be 

no visible “cut in 

cushion” as seen 

in lesser quality 

birds ,where a 

distinct break in 

the end of the 

arc of the cush-

ion is seen 

SIDE FILL-IN  

The end of the arc 

of the cushion 

should fill in on 

both sides of the 

cushion completing  

an un broken half 

circle when viewed 

from the front and 

should fill in the 

side of the Pekin 

right to where the 

thigh side fluff be-

gins. The thigh side 

fluff should not 

protrude in clumps 

as seen in Cochins 
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NEXT  General  

 MEETING will be held of the 
 ―Australian National Pekin Club INC  

 

SUNDAY 11 th July at 10.30am  
Agenda 

 Previous Minutes 

 Correspondence In/out  

 Secretary's Report 

 APS Standards discussion 

 2010 Annual Show planning  

 General Business 
  

this meeting will be at : 
Venue : Maitland Showground  

Poultry Pavilion  

 

All members ARE  
encouraged to attend 

Phone directions 0249330733  
for further particulars   

 

 

A set of 6 coloured birds will be on display 

for a  discussion  topic for description and 

adjudication  

 

   AUSTRALIAN  
        NATIONAL  

PEKIN  CLUB Inc 
 National  Championships  

&Auction                             

       Maitland 

       N.S.W 2 days   

          July  24-25 2008  

 Ph 0249330733 Mob 0439 264077 

             Maitland N.S.W  

    See Schedule  

NEXT ISSUE  

FOLLOWING VERY SHORTLY   

 

 

 

 

 

SUNDAY JULY 25 2010 @Maitland NSW 1o.3o am  

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE Annual  

National Championship Show 24-25th July    
 Auctions held  in 2007 –2009 Have been great Successes… 

.Several fanciers traveled long distances LAST YEAR  to purchase at the auction from as  far as  NSW Central 

West, Victoria. South Coast ,Southern Highlands and Qld    

And went home satisfied with their purchases   

a small percentage of the sale each  year (20%)  will go as commission to the Club ,the remainder to the seller We 

believe now that a precedent has been set to create a venue where fanciers can be guaranteed an array of quality 

breeding & show stock that they can have access to at Auction 

The Committee of the  Club would like to ask that birds up for auction be nominated as exhibition or stud birds 

please 

PLEASE  NOTE : ALL Birds to be Put up for Auction year  must be exhibited in the Show and will be marked as 

Auction birds following Judging and Sunday they will be benched separately PRIOR to the Auction commencing 

NOMINATIONS CLOSE Midday  SATURDAY 24TH  to enable a catalogue to be printed over-

night  A LIMIT OF 80 AUCTION  SPACES WILL BE AVAILABLE  TO VENDORS  

THE CLUBS NEW PEKIN HANDBOOK IS STILL UN-
DER CONSTRUCTION AND WE APOLOGISE FOR 
THE DELAY We had planned to have it completed 
MUCH EARLIER however please be reassured it is under 
way and will be well worth the wait  

“ “ “ The Complete Judges and Exhibitors The Complete Judges and Exhibitors The Complete Judges and Exhibitors 
Guide to the Pekin Bantam  “Guide to the Pekin Bantam  “Guide to the Pekin Bantam  “   

 Annual club auction 2010 of  
quality STUD & EXHIBITION  

Pekins  


